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LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2358 34 Vermeer Av. Newnham Hare: Rainbow

RUN No. 2358 Rainbows Newnham adventure

Yes there was a run was there a Run Report NO.
The run started on time turn left on Vermeer Rd follow the rainbow coloured
chalk are the only instructions. A couple of late cummers loops through parks into
the Brooks High school reserve to a check at the old folks home. Abba is soon on
trail heading towards Alanvale. Late cummer Derbs joins the pack at a check in
Bishops Drive. Rainbow must have been studying Google maps for a week the trail
winds its way through every park and reserve before coming onto Alanvale Rd.
Derbs Bugsy and Rickshaw are the first at the ON Home sign Franmaree Rd and
Hash home via Monet Place park. A good run in hot conditions been over 30 0C in
Launceston today

ON ON:
The beer is pouring well when the front runners return to the ON ON site. A cold XXXX Mid Strength beer
always goes down well after a run in 30 degree temperatures. The keg doesnot last long as it was only left
overs from last week. Rainbow says there is another keg in the back of my car. It does not take a nuclear
physicist to work out what happens to a stainless steel barrel sitting in a car on a hot day. The keg is
opened not even a miracle beer cooler can reduce hot beer from 40 degrees to 5 degrees in two seconds.
Enough said about warm beer Goblet assures us there will be cold beer next week no matter how hot a
day we have

The Wayward Kiwi [Sheep Dip] Rigged Raffle:
Sheep Dip: Two bottles Black Shit beer.
Tyles: Six pack Boags + AFL DVD
Thumbs: Six pack Boags + AFL DVD
Groat: Dame Edna’s bottle whisky + AFL DVD
Rainbow: Six pack Boags + AFL DVD

On Downs:
Rainbow: The Hare
Hooker: Visiting retired Hasher
Scary: Proxy for Sheila who photo shopped the new G.M in a recent Trash

The 2018 Committee The Committee that “Doesn’t Compromise on giving less ”
GM: Slo Mo JM: Unknown, Hash Cash: Pash, Monk: Sheep Dip Trail Master: Fingers, Horn: Thumbs, Lip: Loggy, Scribe: Run
report is now done each week by the Hare, Web Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Thumbs

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 22nd January 43 Beach Rd Legana Hare: Goblet

Have you set a run recently if you have not the Trail master may nominate you soon
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) LH4

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 24th January Curry House Elizabeth St Hare : Deep Shit
Joke of the Week
Small Penis
A young couple took their two-year-old son to the doctor. With some hesitation, they explained that, although their little angel appeared to be in good health, they were concerned about his rather small penis.
After examining the child, the doctor confidently declared, "Just feed him pancakes. That should solve the
problem." The next morning, when the boy arrived at breakfast, there was a large stack of warm pancakes in the middle of the table. "Gee, mom," he exclaimed. "For me?" "Just take two," his mother replied. "The rest are for your father

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
Ya Ya it
did
Abba did that T shirt
ever fit you

Mother Taresa
washed in hot
water it shrunk

More likely
you have got
fat Abba

